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SCALLOP CARPACCIO, SOUR CREAM &
LEMON CAVIAR, GREEN-MEAT RADISH
SLICES, NORI POWDER

INGREDIENTS
Serves 2
Preparation: 20 minutes
4 medium-sized scallops
1 green-meat radish
1 kombu
100ml of rice vinegar
50g of semi-thick cream
25g trout eggs
1 lemon caviar
5g dehydrated nori
½ lemon
25g sugar
5g of salt
Olive oil
Fleur de sel
50ml of water

By Antonin
Bonnet

Chef of Quinsou, Michelin-starred
restaurant in Paris

The Radish
In a bowl, mix 100ml of vinegar
with 50ml of water, 25g of sugar,
5g of fine salt and the kombu.
Wash then peel the radish; cut
thin, even slices with a mandolin.
(If you don’t have a mandolin,
use your peeler.) Place the radish
slices in the marinade and keep
in the fridge in a small bowl until
plating.

The Sour Cream
Using a whisk, combine the
semi-thick cream, lemon juice
and a pinch of salt and set aside
in the fridge. When ready to
serve, spread a tablespoon of the
cream in the center of the plate.
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The Scallops
Before opening, place a tea towel
between your hand and the scallop
shell. Use a flat knife and run the
blade along the shell and make
quarter turns back and forth to
gradually open the shell. Be careful
not to damage the scallop inside.

The Lemon Caviar and Nori Powder
Cut the ends of the lemon caviar, then
split lengthwise. Using a small spoon,
extract the lemon caviar pearls. Keep
in a small container in the fridge
until serving. Grind the nori with a
mortar and pestle to obtain a very
fine powder. Keep dry until plating.

CHEF’S TIP - Once opened, remove everything
with a spoon so only the white meat and coral
remain. (Save the shells to decorate later.) Detach
whole using the knife, then separate the coral,
keeping only the scallops. Rinse them quickly
under a stream of cold water, then place on
absorbent paper in the fridge until ready for plating.
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The presentation
At the base of a pretty plate, draw
a circle using the sour cream. In
its center, place 2 pieces of the cut
scallops. Season with fleur de sel,
a dash of olive oil and the lemon
caviar. Cut the shell vertically into
small, even slivers. Follow the shape
of the scallops, then season lightly
with fleur de sel.

Arrange 2 shells in the center of each
plate.
Drain the radish slices and cut them
again using either a round cookie
cutter or a small round container
2cm in diameter.
Cover the scallops with the radish
circles. Arrange the slices in a fish
scale pattern. To finish, sprinkle with
nori powder.
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